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Abstract—The deceased of Prof Hardjoso Prodjopangarso used traditional technology approach in inventing the apparatus or equipments to solve many problems especially in the rural society in term of water sanitation and its related that consist of shower, washing, toilet, drinking water and other water usage. Even the names of his inventions tend to mystics, such Ki Panca Sihir/Mr Five Magic (jets water purifier), Nyi Bunga Sihir/Mrs Flower Magic (air bubbles water purifier), Cak Kilang Sihir/Brother Refinery Magic (spray water purifier), Ki Datuk Sihir/Mr Progenitor Magic (uplift and rotating sprinkler) etc., all of the inventions are scientifically proven and can be replicated in his laboratory in University Gadjah Mada or other universities, by students as regular practicum as a way to disseminate his inventions. His inventions are also researched by other experts to be presented in local or international conference and journals. The urgency of this research is that inventions and especially of the process in inventing should be documented scientifically.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Some inventions of the late of Professor Hardjoso Prodjopangarso were stored in Gadjah Mada Museum together with property of Barrack Obama. Hardjoso also received award such as Satya Lencana Pembangunan (1974) and Science and Technology award from President Soeharto (1977) and Herman Johannes Award from Gajah Mada University (2018).

Hardjoso wanted his inventions can be used by anyone and could be useful for the Indonesian people, especially those under the poverty line. Not surprisingly, his inventions of technology are very useful especially for rural people. Hardjoso made a suitable technology needed by the people and applicable to the society. He did not want to be an Ivory Tower, but a person directly to the people. Hardjoso said that construction technologies that were used, building materials and also the tools must be simple, in accordance with the conditions of the existing local resources in the region, according to Hardjoso.

Hardjoso has many inventions for the development of the lowest classes of the society, especially in the village, such as Tripikon-S (septic tank for swamp area) in 1989, Subromarto (installation of waste incineration for producing steam and hot water) in 1990, Nalareksa (air analysis equipment) in 1992, Ki Panca Sihir / Mr Five Magic (jets water purifier), Nyi Bunga Sihir/Mrs Flower Magic (air bubbles water purifier) and Cak Kilang Sihir/Brother Refinery Magic (spray water purifier) in 2001-2003, Jumantara (small weather station) in 2004, Sikate (soil water reservation), Si Katak (inter peat soil reservoir), Ki Datuk Sihir/Mr Progenitor Magic (uplift and rotating sprinkler) etc. He gave many local content name of his inventions even tends to be mystic name, in order to easier to be remembered by the people and with the surrounding raw materials.

In the trustworthiness and validity of the study, Smith in [1] explained in how trustworthy of qualitative data that consists of consistency checks in data analysis, stakeholder checks, triangulation of data sources, and independent replication of findings. Whereas, triangulation techniques may involve: two or more data-collection methods, two or more research frameworks or perspectives, two or more data sources (using the same method) and two or more data analysis techniques.

In phenomenology research, usually only related with small number of data. Application of multiple methods allows counterbalancing the strength of one another. Triangulation increases credibility of the results.

The rest of this paper is organized as follow: Section II describes proposed research method. Section III presents the obtained results and following by discussion in section IV. Finally, Section V concludes this work.

II. PROPOSED METHOD

Sokolowski in [2] states that phenomenology is understood as the careful description of experiences in the manner in which they are experienced by the subject, proposes to study, in words, the whole of life of consciousness that is to say, it includes not just explicit cognitive states and acts, such as judgments, but all the myriad acts and states of consciousness such as sensory awareness, perception, memory, imagination, feeling, emotion, mood, free will, time-consciousness, judgment, reasoning, symbolic thought, self-conscious awareness, as well as unconscious drives and desires.

Phenomenological research is an inductive, descriptive research approach that is developed from phenomenological philosophy; its aim is to describe an experience as it is actually lived by the person.

This research applied is a case study of the deceased of Professor Hardjoso Prodjopangarso, using a phenomenology research. Samples of the research are the inventions of Hardjoso. Data gathering are form the paper made by Hardjoso, research papers from other experts presented in...
The researcher is an instrument. Data analysis used is content analysis from his inventions.

The phenomenology research used consists of steps. 1. Define the research questions, 2. Conduct a pre-study, 3. Choose a theory as scheme of reference, 4. Study Constructs of the Inventions, 5. Check for Unintended Consequences, 6. Relate the evidence to the scientific literature and the empirical field of study

III. RESULTS
Steps of the phenomenology researches are:

Step 1: Define the research questions

Prof Hardjoso used the traditional technology approach in inventing the apparatus to solve many problems especially in the rural society in term of water sanitation and its related that consist of shower, washing, toilet, drinking water and other water usage. The research question is, are there any patrons in inventions from Prof Hardjoso?

Step 2: Conduct a pre-study.

Pre study were done by interviews and reading the paper that wrote by Prof Hardjoso.

Prof Hardjoso Prodjopangarso said:

"Ancient technology was proven and inherited from generation to generation, and frequently people said as a mystic, because cannot be explained logically, therefore the scientist should be analyzed deeply to clarify scientifically and modernly in order to solve the other problems, new problems emerge in the society, especially in the rural”.

Anton Sujarwo, founder of the Dian Desa Foundation and Magsaysay Award 1995 Receiver told:

"Prof Hardjoso can construct traditional technology even ancient to invent the new technology to solve the sanitation problems for the lowest classes of the society scientifically”.

Hariyoto, formerly the Chief of The Health Technology Laboratory, Health Department and receiver of the Satya Lencana Award told:

"Prof Hardjoso used the local wisdom intuitively to develop the technology; scientifically even many names of his inventions are tended to be mystical”.

Step 3: Choosing a theory as scheme of reference

The new theory or inventions, it is not easy to be found. However to construct the steps of inventions from Prof Hardjoso or the theoretical frame work can be seen as follow in Figure 1.

Identify need or gap of the lowest level of the society is an initial steps. Prof Hardjoso has many inventions for the development of the lowest classes of the society, especially in the village.

The important of the new invention is that invention can be replicated by others with the same result. Therefore, Prof Hardjoso established the Technology Traditional Laboratory for practicum that the students can replicate the invention of Prof Hardjoso with similar results. and taught to the student in his laboratory as practicum, in Technology Traditional Laboratory.

The list of some intentions from Prof Hardjoso that can be found as follow:

1) Tripikon-S (Septic tank using three concentric pipes) in 1989 as depicted in Figure 2.

Fig. 2 Tripkon S

2) Subromarto (installation of waste incineration for producing steam and hot water) in 1990 as depicted in Figure 3.
Fig. 3. Subromarto

3) Nalareksa (air analysis equipment) in 1992 as depicted in Figure 4.

Fig. 4. Nalareksa

4) Sikate (soil water reservation) as depicted in Figure 5.

Fig. 5. Si Kate


6) Jumantara (small weather station) in 2004.

7) Ki Panca Sihir (spray water purifier).
8) Nyi Bunga Sihir (air bubbles water purifier)
9) Si Katak (inter peat water reservoir),
10) Pinastik A (septic tank for swamp area) in 1989,
11) Pinastic U (general septic tank) in 1989
12) Tripikon (drinking water well)
13) Filiorasi (bio aerated filter)
14) Ki Datuk Sihir (uplift and rotating sprinkler),
15) Soil permeability meter
16) Field water analyzer
17) Bantala (avoid crash dam)
18) Bak Jantung (drinking water control box for bamboo pipes)
19) Tirto Gunandito (fairly water distribution)
20) Kang Fermansah (mixed composting waste organic waste).

Step 4: Study Constructs of the Inventions

Prof Hardjoso did not give names for all his inventions. Partly only generic names and others have names. Local wisdom is significantly appeared in the name of his inventions, for instance: Nyi Bunga Sihir in English is Mrs. Magic Flower, Ki Panca Sihir in English is Mr. Five Magic, Ki Datuk Sihir in English is Mr. Magic Leader. Other names come from Sanskrit language such Tirto Gunandito, Subromarto, Nalareksa etc. However, all of his inventions is proof science, and can be replicated.

Step 5: Check for Unintended Consequences

Prof Hardjoso experts in water and its related, therefore, all his inventions are in the water area that are, shower, washing, toilet, drinking water etc. However, still another invention that is not so close with water that is Kang Fermansah for making mixed composting organic waste, however this invention is still in the sanitation area. Perhaps, it is related to the former inventions, Subromarto (installation of waste incineration for producing steam and hot water).

Step 6: Relate the evidence to the scientific literature and the empirical field of study.

Inventions of the Prof Hardjoso are researched by many other experts and presented and published in local and international level both journals and conferences, that can be seen in bibliography.

IV. DISCUSSION

In order to disseminate his inventions, Hardjoso developed Traditional Technology Laboratory content of prototype of his inventions for the student’s practicum in University of Gajah Mada in Kuningan, Yogyakarta. The layout of Laboratory can be seen in Figure 6 as follow:
Fig. 6. Traditional Technology Lab

Guests visited the Traditional Technology Laboratory come from overseas, from Japan, Europe, USA etc.

Moreover, his inventions are also used in other university such as Janabadra University, Muhamadiah University, Atmajaya University, etc.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper has presented inventions in technology and education from Professor Hardjoso Prodjangarso. It is shown that his inventions are also researched by other experts as presented in local or international conferences and journals. In conclusion, that inventions and especially of the process in inventing should be documented scientifically.
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